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Men walk past a line of cars waiting to cross the Uspenka border crossing between Ukraine and Russia,
southeast from Donetsk, March 15, 2015.

USPENKA BORDER CROSSING — Looking out over the several hundred cars lined up to cross
into Russia from rebel-held eastern Ukraine, Vladimir curses the separatist authorities who
he says are forcing people to venture out of the rebel stronghold in search of basic needs.

In contrast to the highly publicized Russian humanitarian aid convoys that roll into rebel-
held territory, the kilometer-long line at the Uspenka border post testifies to the hardships
common people endure in the conflict between Ukrainian troops and forces of the Donetsk
People's Republic (DNR).

"For now, the DNR are only good at fighting, they have no clue about civilian needs," said
Vladimir, a locksmith who works in one of the region's many mines.

He said he arrived at the border crossing in his Chevrolet at 5:30 a.m. on Sunday to take his
78-year-old father to Russia for eye surgery no longer available in Donetsk.



By noon, he was still at the far end of the line.

Those in the line said rebel border officials were taking their time in checking vehicles
and documents and the numbers wanting to cross had increased of late.

Moscow has vocally supported the separatists who took up arms against Kiev last April —
the West says with weapons and troops — and Russia is a welcome escape from the hardships
of the conflict, but travelling there is fraught with frustration.

"This is a complete mess," said Mikhail, 60, who had been in the queue for more than 24
hours and still had more than a dozen cars in front of him.

Like many others he was queuing to leave in order to buy petrol in Russia, where it costs half
as much as in rebel-held eastern Ukraine. Despite their self-proclaimed independence, rebel
regions still use the hryvnia, which has fallen to record lows since the start of the Ukraine
crisis early last year.

"It undermines trust in the new authorities," he said of the separatists, who captured Donetsk
last April and then proclaimed their own Donetsk People's Republic. "When the election
comes, do you think I will vote for them?"

Early on Sunday, a convoy of some 40 trucks, including large gasoline tankers, tagged
"humanitarian aid from Russia" crossed through the Uspenka point into rebel-held territory
past the long line of cars waiting to leave the separatist stronghold.

Some want to leave altogether, others just want to stock up on cheaper supplies, food
and medicine. Some simply go to visit relatives who live only dozens of kilometers away.

"Is that what we fought for in here? We lived like animals before, and after all that, we still
live like animals. I have family in Taganrog in Russia, I will no longer be here," said
a pensioner who gave her name as Tatyana.

Adding to the tensions among locals, car carrying separatist fighters often speed to the front
of the line, bypassing waiting motorists.

The head of the DNR border guard unit on site refused to comment on the situation.

Fighting in east Ukraine has largely died out since a cease-fire agreement sealed in Minsk
in February but some representatives on the ground from the OSCE, Europe's security
watchdog, said on Sunday that the number of incidents and violations has increased in recent
days.
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